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EASY RIDER
A new generation of seaming rolls

Principle
Advantages
Availability
Assembly

Easy Rider
In presenting a new generation of seaming
rolls, Ferrum sets new standards in closing
cans. Up to 70 million cans can be closed
with an Easy Rider seaming roll before it
needs to be replaced. In comparison, a
standard seaming roll has a service life of
35 million closed cans.

Principle
It is foremost the long service life that makes the Easy Rider unique on the
market. This longevity is due also to less friction surfaces in the centre of the
seaming roll, which means that the roll runs with less torque. This in turn reduces
the signs of wear and guarantees outstanding seaming results.

Advantages








Extremely durable, in comparison to
conventional seaming roll, twice the service
life
Maintenance and fault-free production
Looses absolutely no oil
Easy handling
In use on Ferrum seamers
High-quality, corrosion-free materials

Availability
The Easy Rider seaming roll can be installed as a retrofitting option for all Ferrum
can seamers.

Assembly
Preparing the seaming roll
In order that the roll can be mounted later, the shrink
hose needs to be removed from the pin.

REMOVE SHRINK HOSE BY HAND
To prevent damage to the seaming roll pin, the shrink hose needs to be
removed by hand.

Bearing
HOLD SEAMING ROLL VERTICALLY
After the shrink hose is removed, the seaming roll has to stand vertically
to the support. This prevents oil from running out of the seaming roll.

Assembly according to operating instructions
The seaming rolls are assembled on and removed from the can seamer just like
the previous seaming rolls of Ferrum. Please observe the operating instructions
for the proper assembly.

Setting
Most settings are the same as for the conventional seaming rolls. Exception: The
play in the seaming roll is no longer set. The seaming roll bearing is without play.

Setting the height
Ferrum sells a new dial gauge for setting the height of the
seaming roll. It is easier to handle than the previous model.

CHECKING THE SEAMING ROLL
Refer to operating instructions, depending in the
modelSection 12.6.1. or 12.3.1 (Checking the
seaming roll).

Customer Support
What can we do for you?
!Emergency!

24h Hotline
+41 62 889 13 00

Type + serial number of machine?
Description of problem?
Your call number + contact?

service &
training

canning.service@ferrum.ch
Office hours, Mon-Fri

support

spare parts

Service head office Switzerland
+ 41 62 889 12 50

canning.sbasia@ferrum.ch

Service base Asia

canning.support@ferrum.ch

Engineering Support

canning.spareparts@ferrum.ch

Spare Parts Department

Mon – Fri (office hours)
North/South America, UK, France, Spain, Portugal, North Africa

Team West: +41 62 889 12 73
Europe, Africa

Team Central: +41 62 889 13 03
Asia, GUS, Near/Far East

Team East: + 41 62 889 13 02

Complaints

boss.cs@ferrum.ch

Response time by e-mail: 1 working day

